Modular health screening port of entry for rapid deployment

WorkWell™ health screening system gets America back to work, school and play safely

WorkWell™ is an ecosystem of prefabricated components designed to allow employers, schools, venues, airports and public spaces to efficiently screen large groups of entrants for signs of infectious disease. The WorkWell™ modular point of entry offers a safe and welcoming setting for health screening of individuals entering high-traffic buildings and public spaces. WorkWell™ modules are fabricated in an automated shop environment to increase speed of implementation, product quality and contractor safety. Design-build delivery by LED A DALY and Turner enables the units to be deployed rapidly at a competitive price point.

Contact our team to quickly deploy WorkWell™

Option A (workplace option)
Estimated throughput up to 27 people/minute

Option B (high-traffic option)
Estimated throughput up to 40 people/minute